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Abstract1

In order to constrain the effects of vapor wall deposition on measured secondary organic2

aerosol (SOA) yields in laboratory chambers, Zhang et al. (2014) varied the seed aerosol sur-3

face area in toluene oxidation and observed a clear increase in the SOA yield with increasing4

seed surface area. Using a coupled vapor-particle dynamics model, we examine the extent5

to which this increase is the result of vapor wall deposition versus kinetic limitations arising6

from imperfect accommodation of organic species into the particle phase. We show that a seed7

surface area dependence of the SOA yield is present only when condensation of vapors onto8

particles is kinetically limited. The existence of kinetic limitation can be predicted by compar-9

ing the characteristic timescales of gas-phase reaction, vapor wall deposition, and gas-particle10
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equilibration. The gas-particle equilibration timescale depends on the gas-particle accommo-11

dation coefficient αp. Regardless of the extent of kinetic limitation, vapor wall deposition12

depresses the SOA yield from that in its absence since vapor molecules that might otherwise13

condense on particles deposit on the walls. To accurately extrapolate chamber-derived yields14

to atmospheric conditions, both vapor wall deposition and kinetic limitations must be taken15

into account.16
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Introduction17

The formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is represented in atmospheric models by SOA18

yields (mass of SOA formed per mass of parent volatile organic compound (VOC) reacted), which19

are determined in laboratory chambers. It has been established that current atmospheric models20

using chamber-derived yields significantly underpredict ambient SOA levels (1–7). Recent work21

has suggested that experimentally-determined SOA yields could be systematically biased low due22

to wall deposition of organic vapors that would otherwise contribute to SOA growth (8–10).23

Zhang et al. (11) report the results of chamber studies aimed to constrain experimentally the24

effect of vapor wall deposition on SOA yields. In these experiments, involving toluene as the parent25

VOC, the level of seed aerosol was systematically varied in order to modulate the competition26

between growing particles and the chamber walls for condensable vapors. The statistical oxidation27

model (SOM) of Cappa et al. (12, 13), updated to account for dynamic partitioning between28
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vapors and particles and vapors and the chamber walls, was fit to the data. The results demonstrate29

clear experimental evidence of the role of vapor wall deposition on measured SOA yield. The30

present work analyzes theoretically the observed dependence of SOA yields on seed surface area by31

simulating the key elements of VOC oxidation and aerosol chamber dynamics. The representation32

of gas-phase VOC oxidation chemistry in such an analysis need not be complex, as the essential33

factors are the rate of progressive oxidation and the volatilities of the oxidation products. The34

present study is intended to provide a theoretical structure for assessing the effects of key processes35

on vapor wall deposition in laboratory chamber studies of SOA formation.36

Methods37

Gas-Phase VOC Oxidation38

To evaluate theoretically the effect of vapor wall deposition in a typical chamber experiment, the39

gas-phase chemistry need only represent the progressive oxidation of a parent VOC. We consider40

oxidation of a parent VOC, species A, occurring sequentially according to A→B→C→D. Species41

A represents the completely volatile parent VOC, and species B through D are oxidation products,42

with mass saturation concentrations decreasing by one order of magnitude per each generation of43

reaction. Each oxidation step can be considered to represent reaction with OH, although the chem-44

ical details are not required. With no loss of generality, each species in this idealized mechanism is45

assigned the same molecular weight (200 g mol−1); in so doing, the maximum SOA yield possible46

is 1.0. Since oxidation leads to progressively lower volatility species, the maximum yield will47

always be reached at sufficiently long time if there are no additional vapor loss mechanisms, such48

as wall deposition.49
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Aerosol Dynamic Model50

We have developed a coupled vapor-particle dynamics model following the framework of the51

Aerosol Parameter Estimation (APE) model of Pierce et al. (14). The model simulates coagula-52

tion, condensation/evaporation, and particle and vapor wall deposition in a well-mixed laboratory53

chamber in which a VOC is being oxidized to SOA. The SOA yield is determined as the ratio54

of the total mass of organic oxidation products condensed on both suspended and wall-deposited55

particles to the total mass of VOC reacted (both expressed in units of µg m−3).56

The aerosol size distribution is represented using fixed size bins, with specified mean diameters,57

so that the evolution of the chamber aerosol is reflected by the time variation of the particle number58

concentration in each bin. The aerosol general dynamic equation is expressed in terms of the59

particle size distribution function n(Dp, t) as60

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
=

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
coag

+

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
cond/evap

+

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
wall loss

(1)

where Dp is the particle diameter.61

The equation governing the change in the number distribution due to coagulation is (14, 15)62

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
coag

=
1
2

Dp∫
0

K((D3
p−q3)1/3,q)n((D3

p)
1/3, t)n(q, t)dq−n(Dp, t)

∞∫
0

K(q,Dp)n(q, t)dq

(2)

where K(Dp1,Dp2) is the coagulation kernel (15) between particles of diameters Dp1 and Dp2.63

The change in aerosol number distribution due to particle wall deposition is expressed as64

(
∂n(Dp, t)

∂ t

)
wall loss

=−β (Dp)n(Dp, t) (3)

where β (Dp) is the size-dependent first-order loss rate coefficient. The β (Dp) values used in the65

present simulations are those determined experimentally for the Caltech chamber (16). Particles66

that deposit on the wall during the course of an experiment are treated theoretically in one of two67
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ways for computing the SOA yield (16). In the so-called lower limit, once particles are lost to68

the walls, they are assumed to cease participation in condensation/evaporation or coagulation. The69

mass of condensed oxidation products on each particle at the time of its deposition is added to that70

of suspended particles in computing the SOA yield. The lower limit will be used in the simulations71

presented here. Historically, yields have also been reported using the so-called upper limit, in72

which particles lost to the wall are assumed to continue to participate in condensation/evaporation73

as if they had remained suspended. This approach includes some transfer of organic vapors to74

chamber walls but does not account for differences in wall versus particle transport timescales75

(11).76

The rate of vapor condensation onto a spherical aerosol particle can be expressed as (15):77

Ji = 2πDiDp(Gi−Geq
i )FFS (4)

where Gi represents the gas-phase concentration of species i, and Geq
i is the equilibrium gas-phase78

concentration, both expressed in µg m−3. Di is the molecular diffusivity of species i in air. The79

Fuchs-Sutugin correction for non-continuum gas-phase diffusion is (15)80

FFS =
0.75αp(1+Kn)

Kn2 +Kn+0.283Knαp +0.75αp
(5)

αp is the accommodation coefficient of the vapor species on the particle. Kn is the Knudsen81

number, defined as Kn= 2λAB/Dp; λAB is the mean free path of the diffusing molecule in air, given82

by λAB = 3Di/c̄A; and c̄A is the mean speed of the diffusing molecule, c̄A = (8RT/πMA)
1/2, where83

R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature, and MA is the molecular weight of the diffusing84

molecule. Numerical values for all parameters that are used in the simulations are given in Table 1.85

Equations 4 and 5 are applied in each size bin to calculate the condensation or evaporation flux86

of each vapor species to or from a single particle and then scaled by the number concentration of87

particles in that size bin. The flux summed over all size bins produces the rate of change of each88

vapor species due to evaporation or condensation.89
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The vapor-particle accommodation coefficient αp encompasses all resistances to vapor-particle90

mass transfer, including surface accommodation and diffusion limitations in the particle phase91

(17, 18). Vapor-particle accommodation coefficients are difficult to predict from molecular proper-92

ties alone, but have been measured experimentally in both thermodenuders and evaporation cham-93

ber studies (17–21). A range of values have been determined, even for the same systems. For94

example, Stanier et al. (19) measured evaporation rates of α-pinene SOA using tandem differ-95

ential mobility analysis and found accommodation coefficients <0.1. Saleh et al. (17) measured96

gas-particle equilibrium timescales of α-pinene SOA in a thermodenuder and concluded the ac-97

commodation coefficient was of order 0.1. However, Lee et al. (22) measured the volatility of98

monoterpene SOA (including that from α-pinene), and found that depending on the heat of vapor-99

ization assumed, accommodation coefficients needed to fit evaporation rates in a thermodenuder100

ranged from 0.002 to 0.05. Grieshop et al. (20) used isothermal dilution to measure evaporation101

of α-pinene SOA, and deduced accommodation coefficients of order 0.001 to 0.01. It should be102

noted that the accommodation coefficients determined from these evaporation studies are not inde-103

pendent of the assumed volatility distribution for the SOA compounds, and may underestimate the104

influence of condensed phase reactions (23). For toluene SOA, Zhang et al. (11) measured SOA105

yields at different initial seed particle surface areas and found αp = 0.001 based on the observed106

aerosol growth; αp = 0.001 is used as the base value in the current simulations.107

Calculation of Geq
i is based on the saturation mass concentrations and the organic aerosol con-108

centrations in the particle phase (24, 25):109

Geq
i =

AiC∗i
∑k Ak +Minit

(6)

In this equation, Ai is the concentration of species i in the particle phase, C∗i is the saturation110

concentration of species i, ∑k Ak is the sum of all species in the condensed phase, of which i is a111

subset, and Minit is the mass concentration of any initially present absorbing organic concentration,112

all expressed in terms of µg m−3 of air. In general, Geq
i varies for each size bin, based on the mass113

concentration of species i and the total organic concentration in that size bin. For computational114
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convenience, owing to the presence of coagulation, the concentration of each organic species i in115

each size bin is not tracked dynamically; only the total condensed mass of each species over the116

entire size distribution is determined. The total mass in each size bin is also tracked, but this mass117

is not resolved into organic and inorganic masses because the number of particles in each size118

bin changes with time. Consequently, Geq
i is calculated globally over the entire size distribution,119

based on the total mass of condensed species i and the total mass of condensed organics. (The total120

amount of species i in the condensed phase includes, as noted, the mass condensed onto particles121

that subsequently deposited on the wall.) We validated that this simplification of the actual size-122

dependent concentration dynamics captures the basic dependence of SOA yield on aerosol surface123

area by creating an equivalent moving bin model without coagulation, in which the total number124

of particles in each bin is conserved. The concentrations of each species i in each bin are then125

used to calculate Geq
i for each bin. SOA yields predicted in this manner are virtually identical to126

those of the fixed bin model. A nominal (0.01 µg m−3) nonvolatile initial organic seed aerosol127

concentration, Minit , is assumed to be present in the chamber regardless of initial inorganic seed128

number concentration merely to avoid numerical errors in Equation 6 at the first time step. Results129

are insensitive to this value up to 1 µg m−3. Simulations (not shown) demonstrate that including130

the Kelvin effect in the calculation of the equilibrium vapor pressure has a negligible influence on131

the computed SOA yields for size distributions typical of seeded SOA chamber experiments.132

Vapor wall deposition is assumed to occur for species B, C and D and is characterized by a133

first-order deposition coefficient, kwall,on (26):134

kwall,on =

(
A
V

) αwall c̄
4

1.0+ π

2 [
αwall c̄

4(keDi)0.5 ]
(7)

where A
V is the surface area to volume ratio of the chamber, αwall is the accommodation coefficient135

for vapor species on the wall layer, and ke is the coefficient of eddy diffusion that characterizes the136

degree of mixing in the chamber. For convenience, a single value of αwall is assumed to apply for137

each of species B through D. The nominal value of αwall is set to 1x10−5 (estimated experimentally138
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in (9)), and ke = 0.015 s−1 (estimated for the Caltech chamber in (11) SI). These values yield139

kwall,on = 1.7x10−4s−1, in good agreement with the optimal kwall,on obtained by fitting toluene140

SOA data in Zhang et al. (kwall,on = 2.5x10−4s−1 (11)). The value of kwall,on is not sensitive to141

αwall > 10−5 (see Fig. S4 of (11)).142

Matsunaga and Ziemann (9) showed that vapor species can dissolve and equilibrate in the143

teflon walls of conventional laboratory chambers and introduced the parameter Cw to represent the144

capacity of teflon to take up organics. While Cw has units of concentration, it does not necessarily145

represent a physical layer of organic material on the wall. In the present model, vapor interaction146

with the wall is similarly assumed to be reversible, with a rate of desorption of kwall,o f f (9):147

kwall,o f f =
kwall,on

KwCw
= kwall,on

(
C∗i Mwγw

CwMpγp

)
(8)

where Kw is the vapor-wall partitioning coefficient, Mw is the effective molecular weight of the wall148

material, γw is the activity coefficient of the species in the wall layer, Mp is the average molecular149

weight of the organic species in the particle, and γp is the activity coefficient of the species in150

the particle. This equation is derived using the definition Kw = RT/MwγwPo
i and the relationship151

C∗i = MpγpPo
i /RT to convert vapor pressure Po

i into saturation concentration (9). For convenience,152

we assume that Mw = Mp and γp = γw (11). As noted, the saturation concentration C∗i is taken153

to decrease progressively by one order of magnitude for species B through D. The nominal value154

for Cw is set at 10 mg m−3, based on observations of Matsunaga and Ziemann (9) that Cw varies155

between 2 and 24 mg m−3 for different compounds.156

Numerical Experiments157

The coupled vapor-aerosol dynamics-wall model is used to explore the sensitivity of SOA yield158

to vapor wall deposition. The assumed seed aerosol size distribution is based on typical distribu-159

tions in the Caltech laboratory chamber, encompassing 53 size bins, spanning the diameter range160

from 15 to 800 nm and log-normal with a standard deviation of 1.5. The initial particle number161
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concentration is varied for different simulations in order to vary the total initial seed surface area.162

For each combination of parameters, seven different initial particle number concentrations, given163

in Table 2, are used in order to generate seven initial seed surface areas. The ratio of the initial seed164

surface area to the surface area of the chamber walls, based on the Caltech laboratory chambers,165

is also given in Table 2 for each case. The estimated surface area of the Caltech chamber is 41 m2
166

assuming a rectangular shape with sides of 2.74 m, 2.43 m, and 2.69 m. Each simulation is run for167

20 h of oxidation, and the SOA yield is calculated at the end of each simulation.168

The parameters used in each simulation are given in Table 1. For k[OH]A→B, the base value is169

assigned as 10−5 s−1 to represent the product of the toluene-OH rate constant of 5.6x10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1
170

and an OH concentration of ≈ 2x106 molec cm−3, the approximate value observed during the171

toluene SOA experiments in (11). The k[OH] for each successive reaction, B→C, etc., is as-172

sumed to be five times the previous k[OH] in order to approximate the increase in reaction rate173

as species become more oxidized. Results are insensitive to this reaction rate scaling factor for174

values between 1 and 5. αp is varied from 0.001, the best fit value determined by (11), to 1, ideal175

accommodation. The saturation concentrations for species B through D are set as [101 100 10−1]176

µg m−3.177

Results and Discussion178

Increased partitioning vs. wall deposition effect179

The clear increase in SOA yield observed by Zhang et al. (11) with increased seed particle surface180

area can arise from two separate effects: (1) Increased organic aerosol concentration COA via gas-181

particle partitioning if condensation is kinetically limited; and (2) Reduction in the deposition182

of vapor organics to the wall. To evaluate these separate, but potentially overlapping, effects,183

numerical experiments were performed with different αp values and in the presence or absence of184

vapor wall deposition at varying initial seed surface areas. Figure 1 shows COA at the end of 20 h185

numerical experiments starting with a parent VOC mixing ratio of 40 ppb (concentration GA0 327186
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µg m−3). Pie charts are shown giving the distribution of products in the organic aerosol phase at187

the end of the simulations for the highest initial seed surface area. For αp = 0.001, COA increases188

as surface area increases both in the presence and absence of vapor wall deposition. The surface189

area dependence of COA even in the absence of vapor wall deposition indicates that the observation190

of surface area-dependent yields is not sufficient to prove the existence of vapor wall deposition.191

The increase in COA in both the presence and absence of wall deposition is attributable to192

the kinetic limitations on organic vapor condensation on particles imposed by a low value of αp.193

This limitation is illustrated by comparing the characteristic timescale for gas-particle equilibration194

with the timescales for reaction and wall deposition (Figure 2). The characteristic timescale for195

gas-particle equilibration τg,p (i.e. the e-folding time for an aerosol to reestablish vapor-particle196

equilibrium after a slight perturbation) is (15)197

τg,p =
1

2πDi(∑bins n(Dp)DpFFS)
(9)

This timescale is not necessarily that for vapor and particle phases to establish equilibrium in an198

SOA formation experiment, which depends on other factors such as the rate of reaction and the199

volatilities of the products (27). In Figure 2, τg,p is calculated based on the initial size distribution,200

but its value will change with time as n(Dp) in each size bin evolves (as discussed below). Quasi-201

equilibrium growth occurs when the net production rate of condensable vapors is slow compared to202

the time to establish gas-particle equilibrium; in this limit, the vapor and particle phases maintain203

equilibrium (28, 29). The magnitude of τg,p relative to timescales for other processes in the system204

governs the transition between kinetically-limited and quasi-equilibrium growth (28). Gas-particle205

equilibrium is governed by the total organic mass in the system and is not dependent on the surface206

area of the inorganic seed. In contrast, kinetically-limited condensation, when τg,p is competitive207

with the timescale for production of condensable vapors, depends on the aerosol surface area.208

The reaction timescale τrxn controls the production rate of condensable vapors. In Figure 2, τrxn209

is calculated based on k[OH]C→D because this reaction controls the production rate for the least210

volatile species. For αp = 0.001, τg,p exceeds τrxn at the lowest seed surface areas, indicating that211
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condensation is kinetically limited, and COA for αp = 0.001 in the absence of wall deposition in212

Figure 1 consequently increases sharply with seed surface area. As the seed surface area increases213

at αp = 0.001, τg,p becomes an order of magnitude smaller than τrxn, and COA achieves a plateau at214

the highest seed surface areas. As αp increases, τg,p decreases with respect to τrxn and condensation215

shifts towards quasi-equilibrium growth. This shift is evident in Figure 1, as COA in the absence of216

wall deposition becomes less dependent on seed surface area as αp increases.217

The presence of vapor wall deposition introduces an additional timescale into the system,218

τg,w = 1/kwall,on, the characteristic timescale of vapor wall deposition. τg,p must be < τrxn and219

τg,w for quasi-equilibrium growth. When τrxn ≈ τg,w, COA in the presence of vapor wall depo-220

sition becomes less dependent on seed surface area as αp increases. Ehn et al. (30) observed221

SOA yields from the ozonolysis of α-pinene to increase with increasing particle surface area but222

required αp = 1.0 to fit the observed growth data. The observed vapor wall deposition rate was223

much greater in their continuously stirred reactor than that in the Caltech chamber (0.011 s−1 ver-224

sus 2.5x10−4 s−1). In their reactor, τg,p ≈ τg,w even at αp = 1.0, and condensation is kinetically225

limited. The presence of vapor wall deposition depresses the SOA yield from that calculated in the226

absence of wall deposition regardless of the value of αp, as seen in Figure 1.227

Condensation that is kinetically-limited produces a narrowing of the particle size distribution,228

while condensation dominated by quasi-equilibrium growth produces a broadening of the size229

distribution (28, 29). If condensation shifts towards quasi-equilibrium growth as seed surface area230

is increased, the evolution of the particle size distribution should theoretically reflect this shift.231

However, as seed surface area is increased, coagulation will become more important and may232

mask any broadening of the size distribution, as smaller particles are scavenged by larger particles.233

Particle distributions shown in the pie charts to the right of Figure 1 demonstrate another effect234

of changing the gas-particle equilibration time: decreasing τg,p by increasing αp shifts the product235

distribution towards earlier generation products. As τg,p decreases, partitioning of species B to the236

particle increases preferentially relative to conversion to C and (in the presence of wall deposition)237

deposition to the walls.238
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Yields as a function of COA at a constant temperature have historically been parameterized239

for use in air quality models (AQMs) such as CMAQ (31) with models such as the two-product240

model and the volatility basis set (VBS) (32), each of which assumes instantaneous gas-particle241

equilibrium. As shown in Figure 1, for αp = 0.001 in this system, condensation is kinetically242

limited. Consequently, yields simulated starting with varying GA0 and at varying seed surface243

areas cannot be described by a single two-product or VBS fit (Figure 3). The points in Figure 3244

were generated by varying both GA0 and seed surface area with (circles) and without (diamonds)245

vapor wall deposition. The size of the markers increases as GA0 increases and colors correspond246

to different values of the initial seed surface area. For simplicity, the lines were generated by247

fitting a two-product model to the datapoints. (This fit merely illustrates the discrepancy between248

the simulation results and common partitioning model predictions.) For a fixed GA0 (indicated in249

Figure 3 by markers of the same size), the SOA yield increases as both COA and seed surface area250

increase. At a fixed seed surface area, the yield increases as GA0 and COA increase. For a fixed251

final COA (visualized by drawing vertical lines in Figure 3), the yield increases as seed surface252

area increases and GA0 decreases. As a result of the kinetic limitation imposed by the low αp, the253

yields depend on GA0 in addition to the seed surface area because the time required to reach a fixed254

COA depends on both parameters. As surface area increases, the same final COA is achieved with255

decreasing GA0, and the lower ∆VOC results in a higher yield.256

By constrast, Figure S1 shows simulations with αp = 0.01, i.e. 10x larger. In the absence257

of vapor wall deposition, condensation shifts towards quasi-equilibrium growth with the higher258

αp, and the yields approach a single curve with little seed area dependence. Yields calculated in259

the presence of vapor wall deposition for αp = 0.01 maintain a seed surface area dependence at260

low seed surface areas but lose this dependence at the highest surface areas. If a similar plot is261

generated for αp = 1.0 (not shown), yields in the presence and absence of wall deposition collapse262

onto single (but separate) curves. This further illustrates that yields increase as seed surface area263

increases only when condensation is kinetically limited.264
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Influence of volatility distributions265

The simulations are based on saturation concentrations that decrease by an order of magnitude per266

each generation of reaction. Different combinations of saturations concentrations were also used267

with αp = 0.001: C∗B = 102 µg m−3 with subsequent saturation concentrations decreasing by an268

order of magnitude per generation, C∗B = 102 or 103 µg m−3 with subsequent saturation concen-269

trations decreasing by two orders of magnitude per generation, and all saturation concentrations270

set to zero. Each combination produces similar dependence of yield on seed surface area and a271

depression of the yield due to vapor wall deposition (not shown). Saturation concentrations were272

also varied to determine if the observed behavior of Zhang et al. (11) could be qualitatively repro-273

duced using the present model. Figure S2-Figure S5 show that the behavior can be reproduced,274

supporting the simplifications employed in the model. More discussion is given in the Supporting275

Information.276

Influence of reaction timescale277

It has been observed experimentally that SOA yields are higher at faster oxidation rates, as the278

impact of vapor wall deposition is lessened (33). In Figure 4, k[OH]A→B is increased by an order279

of magnitude (with k[OH]B→C and k[OH]C→D again five times the previous k[OH]), and yields are280

shown after 20 h of simulation (∆VOC will necessarily vary with k[OH]A→B because the simula-281

tions are run for the equivalent amount of time rather than equivalent amount of OH exposure).282

For k[OH]A→B = 10−4s−1 in the absence of vapor wall deposition, the yield is approximately 1.0283

regardless of seed surface area. The lack of dependence of yield on surface area seems to contra-284

dict the earlier discussion of kinetically-limited versus quasi-equilibrium condensational growth:285

because increasing k[OH]A→B decreases τrxn with respect to τg,p, the system should become more286

kinetically-limited and show a stronger dependence on seed surface area. However, this effect287

is observed only if yields are considered at equivalent OH exposure times (see Figure S6). For288

k[OH]A→B = 10−4s−1 in a 20 h simulation, species A is virtually depleted after 15 h. In the ab-289

sence of vapor wall deposition, the total concentration of condensable vapors (species B through290
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D) is no longer changing except via condensation. Condensation will therefore be governed by291

quasi-equilibrium growth and is independent of seed surface area. In the presence of vapor wall292

deposition, SOA yields maintain the surface area dependence for k[OH]A→B = 10−4s−1 because293

vapor wall deposition causes condensation to remain kinetically limited throughout the experiment.294

This analysis reveals the subtleties in comparing yields measured under different experimental295

conditions such as different OH levels, because the effects of both kinetic condensation limita-296

tions and vapor wall deposition will change with both the rate of oxidation and the duration of an297

experiment.298

Evolution of τg,p299

The preceding analysis has been based on an assumed initial seed aerosol size distribution: yields300

are determined as a function of the initial seed surface area, and τg,p (Figure 2) is calculated based301

on the initial size distribution. The aerosol size distribution changes continuously as particles grow302

by condensation and are lost by coagulation or wall deposition. To examine the extent to which303

the initial size distribution is a robust metric for comparing different experimental conditions, we304

consider the time evolution of τg,p for αp = 0.001 with vapor wall deposition at each initial seed305

surface area (Figure S7). τg,p increases by approximately half an order of magnitude for all seed306

surface areas considered but remains within roughly one order of magnitude of τg,w, for which307

vapor wall deposition and vapor condensation remain competitive. Furthermore, differences in the308

values of τg,p between different intial seed surface areas remain similar throughout the simulation.309

These results indicate that although vapor condensation may become more kinetically-limited as310

the oxidation progresses, the initial seed aerosol size distribution is a robust metric for comparing311

oxidation trajectories.312

Vapor Wall Deposition Bias in SOA Yield313

Figure 1-Figure 4 indicate that the mere increase of SOA yield as seed surface area increases does314

not, in itself, prove that vapor wall deposition is occurring. Furthermore, separating the impacts315
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of condensational kinetic limitations and vapor wall deposition is not straightforward. Zhang et al.316

(11) introduced the concept of a wall deposition bias Rwall ,317

Rwall =
Y 0

Y
(10)

the ratio of the SOA yield in the absence of wall deposition, Y 0, to that obtained in an equivalent318

experiment with wall deposition, Y . Rwall is shown as a function of the seed surface area in Figure 5319

for αp = 0.001,0.01,and1. For αp = 0.001 (and to a lesser extent αp = 0.01), Rwall decreases as320

the seed surface area increases and then reaches a plateau, as observed experimentally in (11).321

The analysis presented here suggests that the behavior of Rwall at low surface areas is influenced322

by the kinetic limitations that are a consequence of a small αp. Furthermore, Rwall changes with323

k[OH]A→B and GAO because these parameters affect yields calculated both in the presence and324

absence of vapor wall deposition.325

The multi-faceted dependencies of SOA yield and Rwall complicate the extrapolation of chamber-326

derived yields to atmospheric models. If condensation in the atmosphere is dominated by quasi-327

equilibrium growth, chamber experiments should be carried out, if possible, at high seed surface328

areas, with high GAO and under rapid oxidation conditions, to minimize the effects of both kinetic329

limitations and vapor wall deposition. If, however, condensation in the atmosphere is also kinet-330

ically limited, chamber experiments can be conducted at seed concentrations typical of those in331

the atmosphere and a vapor-particle dynamics model, similar to those presented here and in (11),332

can be used in order to correct for vapor wall deposition. Thus, challenges will need to be met333

in designing experiments that simultaneously minimize the magnitude of vapor deposition to the334

chamber walls yet ensure conditions similar to those encountered in the ambient atmosphere. The335

strong sensitivity of Rwall to the value of the vapor-particle accommodation coefficient αp points to336

a need for constraining the value of this parameter, establishing the extent to which it varies among337

different chemical systems and under differing reaction conditions, and ultimately determining a338

value most relevant for the atmosphere.339
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Effect of Semi-solid SOA340

The present simulations do not explicitly address the microphysical nature of the particles. Recent341

evidence suggests that SOA often exists in a semi-solid state (e.g. (34, 35)). In such a case, τg,p342

increases relative to τg,w and τrxn (28). Retarded gas-particle partitioning resulting from condensed343

phase diffusion limitations will drive the system towards kinetically-limited SOA growth, and is344

essentially captured by αp values < 1. Overall particle growth is dictated by accommodation into345

the particle bulk and is thus sensitive to limitations imposed by particle phase morphology. The346

results here demonstrate that the dependence of both the SOA yield and Rwall on seed surface area347

is important only when SOA growth is kinetically limited. This suggests that SOA systems in348

which the SOA exists in a semi-solid state may exhibit a stronger seed surface area dependence349

and may exhibit larger wall biases than those for which the SOA is more liquid-like (i.e. in which350

bulk accommodation is not a retarding factor).351
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Definition Value
αp Accommodation coefficient of vapor species on particle Varied
A/V Surface-area-to-volume ratio of the chamber 1.6 m−1

αwall Accommodation coefficient of vapor species on the wall 10−5

C∗i Saturation concentrations for species B through D [101 100 10−1] µg m−3

Cw Equivalent wall organic aerosol concentration 10 mg m−3

Di Gas-phase diffusivity of species i 3x10−6 m2 s−1

GA0 Initial parent VOC concentration 327 µg m−3 (40 ppb)
ke Coefficient of eddy diffusion in chamber 0.015 s−1

k[OH]A→B Product of reaction rate constant and OH concentration 10−5 s−1

kwall,on First-order vapor wall deposition coefficient 1.7x10−4 s−1

Mi Species molecular weight 200 g mol−1

Minit Initially absorbing organic material in seed aerosol 0.01 µg m−3

P Pressure 1x105 Pa
ρ Particle density 1700 kg m−3

T Temperature 298 K

Table 2: Assumed Initial Aerosol Number Distribution Parameters

Case Initial particle con-
centration (cm−3)

Mean particle di-
ameter (nm)

Initial particle sur-
face area (µm2

cm−3)

Ratio of initial par-
ticle SA to wall SA

1 10,000 100 4.4x102 2.7x10−4

2 20,000 100 8.7x102 5.3x10−4

3 50,000 100 2.2x103 1.3x10−3

4 100,000 100 4.4x103 2.7x10−3

5 200,000 100 8.7x103 5.3x10−3

6 400,000 100 1.7x104 1.1x10−2

7 600,000 100 2.6x104 1.6x10−2
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Figure 1: Final organic aerosol concentration COA after 20 h of simulation as a function of the
initial seed surface area for simulations beginning with 40 ppb of parent VOC. Conditions for the
simulations are given in Table 1 and Table 2. Different combinations of αp and presence or absence
of wall deposition are shown. The pie charts at the right show the product distribution at the end
of the simulation at the highest seed surface area considered for each of the six simulations. The
pie charts appear top to bottom in the same top-to-bottom order as the COA curves.
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Figure 2: Equilibration timescale for gas-particle partitioning as a function of the initial seed sur-
face area for different values of the vapor-particle accommodation coefficient, αp. The equi-
libration timescale for gas-wall partitioning (τg,w = 1/kwall,on) and the timescale for reaction
(τrxn = 1/(k[OH]C→D)) are shown as horizontal lines as these timescales are independent of seed
surface area.
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Figure 3: SOA yields after 20 h of simulation as a function of the final organic aerosol concen-
tration COA for αp = 0.001. The points on the curve were generated by varying the initial parent
VOC concentration GA0 with (circles) and without (diamonds) vapor wall deposition. The size of
the markers increases as GA0 increases and colors correspond to different values of the initial seed
surface area. The lines were generated by fitting a two-product model to the datapoints.
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Figure 4: SOA yields after 20 h of simulation as a function of the initial seed surface area for
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deposition.
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Comparison to Zhang et al. (11)472

The SOA growth data from Zhang et al. (11) can be plotted similarly to Figure 3 and Figure S1473

to observe the competing effects of kinetic limitations and vapor wall deposition. The yields over474

the course of each toluene low-NOx photooxidation experiment in (11) are shown as circles in475

Figure S2 as a function of COA for different seed surface areas. The lines in Figure S2 are yields476

calculated using the SOM model with parameters fit to the experimental data at each surface area477

but in the absence of vapor wall deposition (see SI of (11) for more details). Yields over the course478

of one representative experiment from Ng et al. (33) are shown as diamonds for comparison. The479

measured yields from Zhang et al. (11) quickly reach a plateau with respect to COA, indicating480

that the SOA formed via the low-NOx pathway is essentially nonvolatile for COA > 10 µg m−3.481

These yield curves clearly diverge at different surface areas, due to both vapor wall deposition482

and kinetic growth limitations. Yields calculated in the absence of vapor wall deposition diverge483

into separate curves solely as a result of kinetic limitations on particle growth. These yields are484

higher than the measured yields because species that would have otherwise condensed to the walls485

are able to partition to particles. The model presented here qualitatively reproduces this behavior,486

Figure S3. To match the nonvolatile behavior observed in the low-NOx case of (11), the saturation487

concentrations of species B through D are all decreased to 10−3 µg m−3. The magnitudes of the488

yields clearly differ from (11), but the general behavior is reproduced.489

Yields over the course of each toluene high-NOx photooxidation experiment in (11) are shown490

in Figure S4, circles representing observed yields and lines representing calculated yields from the491

SOM model in the absence of vapor wall deposition. Although the yield curves as a function of492

COA do diverge slightly, the effect is much less pronounced than in the low-NOx case. Furthermore,493

the yields do not reach a plateau with respect to COA. To match this observed behavior, Figure S5,494

the saturation concentrations of species B through D are set as [103 101 10−1] µg m−3. The reac-495

tion rate constants are set as k[OH]A→B = k[OH]B→C = 5x10−5 s−1 and k[OH]C→D = 5x10−4 s−1.496

These parameters do not necessarily represent volatilities or rates of the toluene high-NOx experi-497

ments in (11), but merely to show that the present model can reproduce the general behavior.498
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Figure S1: SOA yields after 20 h of simulation as a function of the final organic aerosol concen-
tration COA for αp = 0.01. The points on the curve were generated by varying the initial parent
VOC concentration GA0 with (circles) and without (diamonds) vapor wall deposition. The size of
the markers increases as GA0 increases and colors correspond to different values of the initial seed
surface area. The lines were generated by fitting a two-product model to the datapoints.
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Figure S2: SOA yields over the course of each toluene low-NOx photooxidation experiment in (11)
as a function of COA for different seed surface areas are shown as circles. Lines are yields calculated
using the SOM model with wall deposition turned off (see SI of (11) for more details). Yields over
the course of one representative experiment from (33) are shown as diamonds for comparison.
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Figure S3: SOA yields are shown as a function of COA over the course of a simulation using the
present model, with C∗B−D = 10−3 µ g m−3 and αp = 0.001. Yields are calculated in the presence
(solid lines) and absence (dashed lines) of vapor wall deposition. Different initial seed surface
areas are shown using different colors.
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Figure S4: SOA yields over the course of each toluene high-NOx photooxidation experiment in
(11) a function of COA for different seed surface areas are shown as circles. Lines are yields
calculated using the SOM model with wall deposition turned off (see SI of (11) for more details).
Yields over the course of one representative experiment from (33) are shown as diamonds for
comparison.
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Figure S5: SOA yields are shown as a function of COA over the course of a simulation using the
present model, with C∗i = [103 101 10−1] µg m−3, k[OH]A→B = k[OH]B→C = 5x10−5 s−1 and
k[OH]C→D = 5x10−4 s−1, and αp = 0.001. Yields are calculated in the presence (solid lines) and
absence (dashed lines) of vapor wall deposition. Different initial seed surface areas are shown
using different colors.
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Figure S6: SOA yields after an equivalent amount of OH exposure (20 h for k[OH]A→B = 10−5 s−1

and 2 h for k[OH]A→B = 10−4 s−1) as a function of the final organic aerosol concentration COA
for simulations with αp = 0.001 for different values of k[OH]A→B, with and without vapor wall
deposition.
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Figure S7: Time evolution of equilibration timescale for gas-particle partitioning τg,p for different
initial seed surface areas. The equilibration timescale for gas-wall partitioning (τg,w = 1/kwall,on)
is shown as a horizontal line because this timescale does not change with time.
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